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Mike DocuSieve
Automated Contract Proofreading Tool

Lawyers spend  of their working hours on 

non-billable mandates such as proofreading and 

formatting legal documents.

almost 35%

Loss Due To manual contract proofreading

5200
Hours Spent Per Year

10
Number of Associates

Hourly chargeable rate

$400 $8320000
Potential revenue loss

Prevent Loss of Revenue



Mike DocuSieve
Automated Contract Proofreading Tool

Definitions
 View defined and undefined terms instantly
 Identify duplicate definitions and delete if unnecessary
 Instantly view unused definitions.

Clause References
 View all clause references, referred clause
 Identify missing clause references
 Fix incorrect clause references instantly.

Amounts & Numbers
 View all amounts and aumbers in one place.
 Fix amounts in words and numbers with a single click.
 Instantly fix amounts with incorrect commas.
 Fix deviation in currencies. 

Dates
 Correct inconsistent date formats with a single click.
 View if the mentioned date is a weekday or a weekend. 

Placeholders
 See all placeholders in the agreement 


making sure, you do not miss out on  
adding any information

 See highlighted text across the 
document.

Mike DocuSieve is an AI-powered MS Word add-in

reduces the time spent on proofreading by more than 70%.

 built by the collaboration 
of lawyers and engineers. It proofreads contracts & agreements as you draft 
and 

What Does Mike DocuSieve Do?



Mike DocuSieve
Automated Contract Proofreading Tool

95%

errors and 
inconsistencies captured

75%

Gain in Overall 
Efficiency

60%

improvement in client 
mandate turnaround time

Impact of Mike DocuSieve

Client Testimonial

For someone like myself at partner level, I don’t 

have to depend on my juniours anymore to 

review. The tool allows me to run one layer of 

proofreading, which captures up to 90% of errors 

& inconsistencies accurately.

Transaction Advisory, AARC Partners

Akhil Bansal

What happens when you draft with 
Mike DocuSieve?

 Reduce non-billable activities, eliminatecosts, and 

 Savings of almost  due to improved efficiency. 

 Save up to 

increase profitibility.

$260,000 p.a.

1 hour 30 minutes per draft.



Mike DocuFormat
Automated Formatting of Legal Documents

Line Spacing
Each line is scanned individually and any spacing between them that is not 
in sync with the input setting is detected as an error.

Formatting For Headings
Set personalised heading styles in settings and fix all the headings in one 
click without spending time to correct each one.

Fix Paragraph Styling
Set and correct paragraph styles with fonts and font size using settings. It 
also detects any inconsistency and reports them as error.

Styling For Schedules
Get the freedom to format schedule that is different from the main 
agreement. Make your draft stand out from a standard legal document.

Fix Numbering Format
Get the flexibility to create your own unique type of numbering format. It 
detects any inconsistency and error in numbering and fixes them in one 
click, saving time and reducing stress.

Set Your Own Styles
Take full control of your templates 
and set your in-house font family, size, 
text format and style for heading, sub-
heading, main agreement and 
schedule body.

Mike DocuFormat is an AI-powered MS Word Add-in that captures and 
corrects all errors and inconsistencies in formatting in a legal document. It 
helps legal teams implement their house styles effectively and efficiently.

What Does Mike DocuFormat Do?



Mike DocuFormat
Automated Formatting of Legal Documents

DF

Impact of Mike DocuFormat

Increased Profitability

20%

Increased Efficiency

40%

Increased Time Saved

70%

Client Testimonial

We have started our foray into LegalTech 

with Mikelegal & are extremely happy not just 

with their product but also the guidance at 

each step. Mike DocReview has helped us 

save time & reduced error margin to 

negligible levels.

Managing Partner, JCSS Law

Radhika Bali



MikeTM Watch
Automated Journal Watch

MikeTM Watch helps legal teams not just to automate weekly journal 
analysis but identify more infringements across all 45 classes using the 
power of AI.

What can MikeTM watch do?

 AI-powered tool that automates the journal watch process across all 
classes

 Use filters to customise the report based on class, proprietors, similarity

 Send PDF/Excel reports of relevant marks for opposition

 Download the entire journal or filter the same with ease.

Reference Image

Threat

Image Search
Powered by image recognition 
technology, now capture infringements 
that ‘look’ similar to your TM.

All 45 Class Search
Simultaneously search for TM across all 45 
classes in one click, get results in minutes.

Classes45

Easy Onboarding
Our team assists you at each step to 
ensure your transition to using the 
product is smooth and hassle free. 



MikeTM Watch
Automated Journal Watch

Before MikeTM 
Watch

Missed Infringements

After MikeTM 
Watch

Before MikeTM 
Watch

Infringements Identified

After MikeTM 
Watch

Impact of MikeTM Watch

Client Testimonial

The MikeTM Watch tool is fully automated as 

it effortlessly captures potential infringe-

ments from journals without needing to 

manually sift through each and every page.

Partner, Crawford Bayley & Co.

Hemant Thadani

50

50

100

100



MikeTM Search
Automated TM Search Synced to IPO

MikeTM Search empowers lawyers with greater efficiency and accuracy of 
trademark search across all 45 classes using the power of AI.

What can MikeTM Search do?

 AI-powered tool that automatically identifies all permutations 
similar to yours

 Create customised reports using various filters

 Conduct proprietor searches and obtain data on their marks 
regardless of status

 Conduct searches across all or multiple classes in a single click.

ABC BAC

CABACB

Alph

Alphonse

Alpha Liopic Acid

Alpha

Alphard

Multiple Permutations
Search results are comprehensive & 
exhaustive giving you a detailed result of 
all possible permutations & combinations 
including phonetically similar, character 
variations, ‘starts with’ and ‘ends with’ 
variations or even ‘and contain’.

Search Proprietor

Aliya Khan Ray

Abhishek Ashok Lokhande

Angsuman Ray

Filter Proprietors

Comprehensive Proprietor Search
Unique to our product, get all proprietor 
details along with filing details and their 
entire portfolio irrespective of current 
status.

All 45 Class Search
Simultaneously search for TM across all 45 
classes in one click, get results in minutes.

Classes45



MikeTM Search
Automated TM Search Synced to IPO

Before MikeTM 
Search

Client Service Time

40% faster serviceAfter MikeTM 
Search

Before MikeTM 
Search

Overall Profitability

20% more profitsAfter MikeTM 
Search

Impact of MikeTM Search

Client Testimonial

The primary advantage of using MikeTM 

Search is that instead of user thinking of 

permutations & combinations for the mark in 

a single class is done automatically by the 

algorithm across all 45 classes.

Partner, Chadha and Chadha

Aaina Sethi



MikeIP Manager
Automated IP Portfolio Management

MikeIP Manager allows legal teams to stay updated with all the upcoming 
deadlines and changes happening to their portfolio without any manual 
intervention.

What can MikeIP Manager do?

 Automate solution integrated with the patent and trademark registry 

 Weekly report with tracked changes to your portfolio

 Customised dashboard with ability to see pending renewals and replies

 Filter your portfolio and create customised reports.

auto updateAutomated Updates of 
Trademark and patents
Get real-time and regular updates on the 
status of your IP applications. Allows legal 
teams to plan ahead & strategize better.

Deadline Management
Automatically receive notifications, 
updates regarding renewals or hearings 
and even for pending replies.

Easy Onboarding
Our team assists you at each step to 
ensure your transition to using the 
product is smooth and hassle free. 



50%

53%
40%

900

50%

Gain in efficiency in 
management of client 
TM portfolio

Time saved on 
tracking updates

MikeLegal
Your AI powered Legal Associate

Working hours 
gained per month 
after automation of 
TM portfolio 
management

Improvement in 
efficiency after 
automation of 
client TM portfolio 
management & 
journal watch

More revenue per 
month and faster 
client service time

Impact of MikeIP Suite

Client Testimonial

Investing in LegalTech is a big saving not only 
in terms of money but mainly time. With 
such well-drafted, oraganised & timely 
reports the clients are happy & it makes us 
look professional. 

Partner, Lexport

Raj Latha Kotni



200+ Clients Trust Us 

...And Many More



To schedule a demo, you can contact us here

www.mikelegal.com team@mikelegal.com +91-9958915302

Get Latest Updates from MikeLegal

@mikelegalAI@mikelegal mikelegal

Contact Us

mailto:team@mikelegal.com
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